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Use the PosiTrace solutions improve your business

Increase Profits

Fuel savings

Maintenance
savings

Optimized
operations

Temperature-sensitive
deliveries

improve the performance
of your assets

Schedule maintenance

Improve asset usage
through real-time
monitoring

Ensure impeccable
delivery

Achieve a better fuel
economy

Avoid downtime

Eliminate
unnecessary idling
and unauthorized use

Additional security

Minimize idling

Keep your operations
going smoothly

Train your employees
with real-time data
and reporting

Safeguard your
operations

Simplify safety and compliance

ELD & DVIR

Reduce litigations
with AI Dashcam

Variety of
automated reports

Comply with ELD log
reports and DVIR; be ready
for inspections

Don’t lose money on
unrelated claims

Faster roadside
asssitance

Monitor compliance
with the preset rules
of your operations

Keep record of
reckless driving

Create reports that give
you meaningful information
to improve your decision 
making

Verify driver’s behavior

Save time and
administrative
procedures

Keep your brand’s
professional image

Project your Fleet & your Business

Increase your
vehhicle’s lifespan
with automatize alerts

Driver scorecard &
safe driving reports

Prevent incidents and
collisions with alarms

Program preventive
maintenance

Reward best drivers

Tire pressure
safeguarding

Accident reduction
with on-demand &
real-time AI video

Real-time tracking
for thef prevention

Monitor in real-time the
state of your tires

Improve safe driving
practices

Theft deterrent

Check drivers
performance

Inmovilization

Improve your fuel
economy

On-demand video

Faster theft recovery

“The return on investment is clear:
5-10% of fuel by having better

control of our vehicles.”

MARS PET CARE

DMT

“Reduced the executive' time required
to handle the services by up to 25%”

NAVARRO’S

“The result of implementing PosiTrace's
platform was notable- an
increase of 20% in sales”

BOOK A DEMO

Positrace has been a great investment for our
business. It is so easy to get started and is an
excellent tool to track our fleet maintenance.

The customer service was spectacular from the 
ales to implementation…we don’t know what

we’d do without it!

CAMILLE SOER | MANAGER | LADYSMITH & DUNCAN LD
PLUMBING & HEATING

Our advanced user-friendly platform
gives you total control over your
fleet with a guaranteed return
on investment.

MAKING YOUR FLEET MORE PROFITABLE

https://www.positrace.com/en/gps-tracking-solutions/overview
https://www.facebook.com/positraceGPS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/global-fleet-management/
https://www.youtube.com/c/PositraceGPSTracking
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